CONNECT
Project Update
We're are excited to provide you with an update on Dundee Science Centre’s CONNECT Project progress!
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your invaluable support and hope you will feel as
proud as we do of what we have achieved in such challenging times.

A Community Resource
In March our centre closed its door to our visitors leaving
only a small core team to continue to progress the CONNECT project
whilst working hard to secure the future of Dundee Science Centre
(DSC) itself. We are delighted to report that our programme of
construction remains to target. We are starting to see the designs
which were co-created with our audiences and community come to
life inside the centre.

Going Digital
Home Learning Programme
During lockdown we were unable to engage with our audiences
as we are used to, through face to face interactions, we’re a
visitor attraction which unfortunately had to close temporarily,
but our engagement with the community extends far beyond our
physical presence.
Parents had to take on the role of teachers almost overnight and
for many, this was a huge and daunting challenge and a tricky
balance to strike, especially when also juggling their own jobs
and commitments. We quickly adapted our engagement style to
offer online support for STEM learning for children and families
through the home learning programme. The programme offered
themed activities which children could complete independently,
with simple instructions, and although most of the activities
were designed to be completed with limited supervision, we also
provided opportunities for families to learn together whilst
having lots of fun.
Many parents reported back on how the programme helped
keep their children busy, engaged and entertained during
lockdown. For us enjoyment in learning is key so our activities
have been designed with that in mind, providing lots of fun and
fascination whether families are at the kitchen table, in the
garden or taking their daily walk.

Since the inception of the project, we have collaborated with a
range of partners setting up advisory boards consisting of a range
of charities to form our Assisted needs Advisory Panel which have
resulted in the addition of new facilities like our Changing Places
Toilet helping to make DSC become more accessible for all. Our
academic, formal learning and industry partners have helped to
shape themes in the exhibitions which will address key topics
such as sustainability and support to inspire and develop the
workforce of the future.

The programme proved to be a
huge success locally in addition
to across the UK and we are now
proud to become the STEM lead
in Dundee City Council’s on-line
education programme.
Dundee City Council leader John Alexander said:

“The incredible way that our community has come together is a
source of strength during an otherwise uncertain time. While
facing their own challenges owing to the national lockdown,
the science centre is continuing to support children and
families across Dundee. Providing a digital offering for science,
technology, engineering and mathematics (Stem) is so
important, cascading that information through learning portals
such as Glow and I want to thank everyone involved in rallying
to deliver this.”

Since Lockdown we have reached over 78,918 children
with a meaningful interaction with the programmes which aligns
with the themes of our new CONNECT zones. We provided
opportunities to really highlight and celebrate our participant’s
achievements with one 11 year old’s time-lapse creation in
response to our ‘Space Week’ activities now being selected to
feature in our new CONNECT exhibit the Animation Station.
Throughout lockdown what did become evident was our drive and
ability to respond to our community’s needs. Before we have even
finished building the new facilities we were living and breathing
our vision of being a community resource. Working collaboratively
with new and existing partners we used science engagement as a
vehicle for improving lives in our community.

Science@Home Kits
We were delighted by the response to our online home learning
programme but were also acutely aware that not every house
has access to the internet, devices or the bits and pieces of kit
they might require to take part. We are passionate about
removing any barriers to science learning so we decided to
bring these activities directly to the homes of children who
might otherwise have missed out through our DSC@Home Kits.
These weekly boxes, delivered to their doors, gave children and
their families a real boost, a focus and some fun while keeping
up some science learning in the process.

Dundee Science Festival
Celebrating Partnerships and Collaboration
In November we launched our Dundee Science Festival, the
3 week programme delivered by over 20 partners brought
the themes of Space & Climate, Life Sciences & Human
Biology, and Engineering & Technology to life through
online activities, videos, digital content, and outdoor walks.

We supported a 10-week partnership programme with the
Council’s Fairness Committee to deliver the STEM activity boxes
alongside the food parcels being delivered weekly to our most
vulnerable families. To date, we have distributed over 1,050 boxes.
Following on from the successful partnership working with the
FORT system partnership team (which puts Dundee families in
need with a range of service providers, through referrals from GPs,
Social workers, teachers and others), we are now a service
provider with our most in-need communities members able to
access resources and experiences directly from DSC.
Never before have we engaged more meaningfully with our
community that need it the most – the legacy that has transpired
as a direct result of the COVID – 19 crisis response to a community
need is inspirational and we will continue to fundraise to enable us
to provide this resource.

We are working in news ways and delivering with a range of partners from STEM Ambassadors, Further
and Higher Education Institutions in our online delivery and on CONNECT exhibitions and legacy
programmes, other attractions to deliver online digital content and our community to co-design.
These new approaches will continue to progress, we are embedding successful engagement stories
into the designs of the new galleries and these will also inform the future programme of on-site events.
This approach to working fits well with our emerging Inclusion & Diversity Strategy which is also being
informed by our Project Evaluation work, which is reviewing emerging practices and measurements
across the UK. As part of our audience-focused CONNECT new initiatives inspired by new ways of
thinking during COVID-19 are emerging. We are working towards building a community digital hub; and
towards the development of a STEM vehicle that schools, nurseries, and other institutions will be able
to book and enjoy live science shows on demand.
Please feel free to contact us if you would like to hear more about any of our initiatives and we would
more than happy to discuss these further with you.
Once again, we thank you for your support, it really has been vital in supporting our vision for being an
accessible resource for our community.
Warm wishes,
Dundee Science Centre team

